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An illustrated tribute to Mark Twain’s life

and work, featuring rare images,

photographs, popular prints, and more

from the Library of Congress

z

oday we know Mark Twain as the author of classics of

American literature, but in his time he was a controversial

satirist and public figure who traveled the world and healed

post

–

Civil War America with tall tales, witty anecdotes,

and humorous but insightful stories and novels. This richly

illustrated volume, with a lively narrative by Harry L. Katz

and numerous excerpts from Twain’s own writings, makes it

clear that Twain is as relevant today as he has ever been.

Focusing on the years 1850 to 1910, the book gives

readers an intimate view of Twain’s many roles in life:

Mississippi riverboat pilot, California gold prospector,

printer’s devil at a small-town newspaper, frontier journalist,

successful novelist, political pundit, public speaker extraor-

dinaire, devoted family man, and our first major celebrity

author. An in-depth time line of key events during Twain’s

lifetime reveals how he was shaped by the world he

inhabited and, in turn, how he helped shape it.

Among the reproductions are spectacular examples of

Twain-related artifacts and period Americana from the unsur-

passed collections of the Library of Congress: rare-book

illustrations, letters and journals, vintage photographs, popular

and fine prints, caricatures, and more. A delightful read and

a visual treat as well, Mark Twain’s America is an intimate

portrayal of the life and times of our most beloved humorist.

T

Katz

the Library

of Congress

“before there were bloggers and youtube sensations, talk-radio

hosts, rock stars, and reality-television celebrities, stand-up

comedians and steampunk, political pundits and cable television

commentators, there was Mark twain. . . . More than one hundred

years after his death, Mark twain remains a phenomenon, an

everyman appealing to everyone. . . . still trendy and trending,

relevant and respected, in our divided times Mark twain may be

the one thing we can all agree on.”

— Harry L. Katz, from the introduction

“Laughter was twain’s stock-in-trade, and he produced it in

sufficient quantity to make bearable the acquaintance with grief

he knew to be generously distributed among all present in a

newport drawing room or a nevada brothel. Whether the

audience was drunk or sober, swaddled in fur or armed with

pistols, twain recognized it as likely in need of comic relief. ‘the

hard and sordid things in life,’ he once said, ‘are too hard and too

sordid and too cruel for us to know and touch them year after

year without some mitigating influence.’ He bottled the influence

under whatever label drummed up a crowd— burlesque, satire,

parody, sarcasm, ridicule— any or all of it guaranteed to fortify

the blood and restore the spirit.”

— Lewis H. Lapham, from the foreword

“other books on Mark twain have used materials from the Library

of Congress, but none has reached so deeply into our collections

to provide a portrait of the artist and the country that inspired

him. in adding fresh insights into a man we thought we knew so

well, Mark Twain’s America is a salute from one american

institution to another.”

— James H. billington, Librarian of Congress,

from the Preface

Harry L. Katz is a former head curator

in the Division of Prints & Photographs at

the Library of Congress. His books

include Civil War Sketch Book, Baseball

Americana, and Herblock.

LeWis H. LaPHaM is editor of Lapham’s Quarterly. Formerly

editor of Harper’s Magazine, he is the author of many books,

including Money and Class in America, Theater of War, and

The Wish for Kings. He lives in New York City.

“Mark Twain’s America reminds us why George Bernard Shaw

called Twain ‘America’s Voltaire.’ The man from Hannibal

was a powerful voice for social change who wrote and spoke

against the corruption he saw in our government, a champion

of the values he learned as a child on the Missouri frontier.”

—Hal Holbrook, creator of Mark Twain Tonight!
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Also available as an ebook

Jacket design by Laura Lindgren

Front jacket (top): Detail from photograph of Mark Twain and George Washington Cable,

ca. 1884 (p. 130), and A Steamboat Race on the Mississippi (Between the Baltic & Diana),

colored lithograph after George T. Fuller by Weingartner, 1859 (p. 37).

Back jacket (clockwise from top right): The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, frontispiece by E. W.

Kemble, 1884 (p. 45); San Francisco, chromolithograph by M. & N. Hanhart after S. Frank

Marryat, ca. 1850 (p. 68); Beefsteak Dinner at Reisenweber’s to Honor H. H. Rogers & Mark Twain,

Bain News Service, April 1908 (p. 144); Ruins after San Francisco earthquake, photograph

 by Arnold Genthe, 1906 (p. 230); Mark Twain at Stormfifield, photograph by Frederic Bulkeley

Hyde, 1908 (p. 6); Mark Twain in the doorway of his boyhood home on Hill Street, Hannibal,

Missouri, photograph, 1902 (p. 47); The Siege of Yorktown, Va., photograph by James F. Gibson,

May 1862 (p. 199); End of Mark Twain Log, photograph by Charles C. Curtis, ca. 1892

(p. 222); Brooklyn Bridge: The Great East River Suspension Bridge, lithograph by Currier & Ives,

ca. 1874 (p. 216); Tom Sawyer Abroad, cover, 1894 (p. 155 ); Mark Twain in bed smoking, 1906

(p. 173).

Jacket © 2014 Hachette Book Group, Inc.

Printed in China发

For more about this book and author,

visit Bookish.com.
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Mark Twain called libraries “the most enduring of memorials, the trustiest 
monument for the preservation of an event or a name or an affection.”  It is 
fitting, then, that we are publishing Mark Twain’s America, an illustrated tribute 
to the life and work of the iconic American author, featuring rare images, photo
graphs, and prints from the Library of Congress’s vast collections. 

Another new title this year highlights the unique and timeless photographs 
of the Library’s Look magazine archive. The Forgotten Fifties is a year-by-year 
survey of the transformative 1950s as seen through the lenses of Look maga
zine’s superb photographers. 

The Publishing Office is also proud to showcase one of the Library’s greatest 
treasures in a beautiful facsimile of Christopher Columbus’s Book of Privileges, 
one of the most important legal documents in American history.  

Our many books, Knowledge Cards, calendars, and other products are avail
able through the Library of Congress Shop at www.loc.gov/shop, and through 
bookstores and online booksellers. Contact information for the publishing 
partners featured in this catalog is provided below. And you can view our entire 
list of publications, including our extensive backlist, at www.loc.gov/pub
lish/general. Enjoy browsing through this year’s edition of Celebrating Books. 
Happy reading. 

—William Jacobs, Acting Director of Publishing 

Cover image: City of Washington from Beyond the Navy Yard. Aquatint engraving by William 
Bennett after painting by George Cooke, ca. 1833. 
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Mark Twain’s America: 

A Celebration in Words and Images
 
By Harry L. Katz and the Library of Congress 

This richly illustrated volume, with a lively narrative by Harry L. Katz and numerous excerpts 
from Twain’s own writings, makes it clear that Twain is as relevant today as he has ever been. 

Focusing on the years 1850 to 1910, the book gives readers an intimate view of 
Twain’s many roles in life: as Mississippi riverboat pilot, frontier journalist, successful 
novelist, political pundit, public speaker extraordinaire, devoted family man, and our first 
major celebrity author. An in-depth timeline of key events during Twain’s lifetime reveals 
how he was shaped by the world he inhabited and, in turn, how he helped shape it. 

Among the reproductions are spectacular examples of Twain-related artifacts and 
period Americana from the unsurpassed collections of the Library of Congress: rare-book 
illustrations, letters and journals, vintage photographs, popular and fine prints, carica
tures, and more. A delightful read and a visual treat as well, Mark Twain’s America is an 
intimate portrayal of the life and times of our most beloved humorist. 

Published by Little, Brown and Company in association with the Library of Congress, 
$40.00 Hardcover, 8 by 10 inches, 256 pages, 300 illustrations, ISBN: 978-0-316-20939-7 
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Christopher Columbus Book of Privileges: 
1502 The claiming of a New World 
By John W. Hessler, Chet Van Duzer, and Daniel De Simone 

Housed within the Library of Congress is a rare collection of legal documents whose 
existence is little known, and yet whose contents radically changed the direction of 
America’s history. Christopher Columbus’s Book of Privileges is the compilation of royal 
charters, papal letters, writs, grants, and other documents that became, in essence, a 
business deal between Columbus and the rulers of Spain for the exploration and coloni
zation of the New World. It is an agreement whose impact still resonates, shaping both 
the politics of America and the fate of its native peoples. 

This copy of the Book of Privileges was lost for more than three hundred years, then 
barely escaped a fire before becoming part of the Library’s collection. Here is the first 
authorized facsimile of these meticulously lettered pages, printed in full color and at 
true size. It is these pages—one of which contains the first written reference to the 
discovery of a New World—that set in motion the irreversible consequences of Euro
pean claims on the Americas. Included in this illustrated volume are essays by John W. 
Hessler, Chet Van Duzer, and Daniel De Simone that illuminate different aspects of the 
Book of Privileges. 

Published by Levenger Press in association with the Library of Congress, 
$89.00, Hardcover, 10 by 13 inches, 173 pages, 36 illustrations, ISBN:  978-1-929154-53-1 

The Forgotten Fifties: America’s Decade from the 
Archives of Look Magazine 
By James Conaway and the Library of Congress, Introduction by Alan Brinkley 

From the pages of Look, the magazine that defined the fifties, comes a photographic 
portrayal of the dynamic era that sparked a transformation in America’s political and 
cultural identity. From the Red Scare incited by Joseph McCarthy to the election of 
John F. Kennedy as president in 1960, the 1950s heralded some of the most striking 
and clashing aspects of twentieth-century America: the Korean War and I Love Lucy; 
the Bunny Hop and Brown v. Board of Education; bikinis and UFOs; Disneyland and the 
polio vaccine; Elvis and Allen Ginsberg; the Invisible Man and Roman Holiday; Marilyn 
Monroe and Jackie Kennedy. 

The evocative images in this volume—many never before published—chart a con
tradictory decade, transcending what we have come to know as “the age of Ozzie and 
Harriet.” Provocative and endearing, best-selling journalist James Conaway’s entertain
ing and highly readable year-by-year survey will resonate with a generation that came 
of age in the 1950s but also prove compelling to younger audiences who identify with 
that hopeful yet uneasy epoch. 

Published by Skira Rizzoli in association with the Library of Congress, 
$45.00, Hardcover, 9 by 9 inches, 240 pages, 180 photographs, ISBN: 978-0-8478-4373-2 
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Football Nation: 
Four Hundred Years of 
America’s Game 
By Susan Reyburn, Athena Angelos, 
and the Library of Congress 

Published by Abrams in association with the Library of 
Congress, $30.00, Hardcover, 9 ½ by 11 ¾ inches, 256 
pages, 400 illustrations, ISBN: 978-0810997622 

The Starry Messenger, 
Venice 1610: ‘From Doubt 
to Astonishment’ 
Edited by Daniel De Simone and John 
W. Hessler 

Published by Levenger Press in association with the 
Library of Congress, $79.00, Hardcover, 8 ½ by 11 inches, 
224 pages, full facsimile and additional illustrations, 
ISBN: 978-1-929154-49-4 

Explorers Emigrants 
Citizens: A Visual History 
of the Italian-American 
Experience 
By Paolo Battaglia and 
Linda Barrett Osborne, 
Foreword by Martin Scorsese 

Published by Anniversary Books in association with the 
Library of Congress, $55.00, Hardcover, 11 4/5 by 9 1/2 inches, 
320 pages, 500 illustrations, ISBN: 978-8896408148 

Mary Pickford: Queen of 
the Movies 
Edited by Christel Schmidt 

Published by the University Press of Kentucky in 
association with the Library of Congress, $45.00 
Hardcover, 12 by 9 inches, 288 pages, 200 
illustrations, ISBN: 978-0-8131-3647-9 

Michigan-I-O: 
Alan Lomax and the 1938 
Library of Congress 
Folk-Song Expedition 
By Todd Harvey 

Published by Dust to Digital in association with 
the Library of Congress, $9.99 from the iBookstore, 
Enhanced e-book with illustrations, audio tracks, 
and film clips, ISBN: 978-0-8444-9567-5 

Great Photographs from 
the Library of Congress 
Edited by Aimee Hess 

Published by ArtePublishing in association with the 
Library of Congress, $5.99 from the iBookstore, E-Book, 
787 pages, 730 illustrations, ISBN: 978-1-938153-00-6 
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Please visit our website, www.loc.gov/publish/general, 

for our complete front and backlist of publications including 

our Knowledge Cards, notecards, and calendars. 
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